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3) to speed up the optimization by applying a novel solution method

Average solution time (ms)
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1) to implement a stochastic rolling window approach which enables cooptimization of the slow and fast control devices.
2) to improve the linearized models of the system components and to keep
the upstream and load models up-to-date.
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Advantages:
- A long scheduling horizon
- Decisions based on the available/forecasted data
- Waiting for accurate data to make the next decisions.
- Expediting the optimization
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Our solution:
- A multi-period scheduling framework
- A set of scenarios to model the system future
- A novel solution method based on branch and cut
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A short horizon reduces the effects of uncertainties
For short horizons, discrete changes may not be justified

The proposed algorithm is tested on IEEE 33-bus test system
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CONCLUSIONS
• Final schedule/operation cost depend on:
• Scheduling time horizon
• Uncertainties
• Load model and loading conditions
• Initial system state
• Cost/cost-modeling of discrete actions
• Considering the system future reduces the system cost.
• Load-to-voltage dependence is modeled to further reduce the cost.
• Inaccurate load and upstream models lead to suboptimal/infeasible solution.
• With high-cost tap-changing operations, the OLTC operation may never be justified.
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